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Though often categorised under the umbrella term Indian diaspo-

ra, the experiences of the elites and cooly (labour) are quite con-

trasting. While the elites have more resources and flexibility to ad-

just and cope with the challenges in the host countries, the cooly 

diasporas always bear the brunt . 

The two seminars organised by GRFDT was mostly on the African 

experience of Indian diaspora. The first talk by Prof. Brij Maharaj 

highlights various issues confronted by Indian diaspora in South 

Africa i.e human rights, employment, political participation etc. 

His talk brought out the diversities within the Indian diaspora with 

regards to class, caste, religion, language, geographic origins that 

often mediate through their struggle for survival. He mentioned 

that the 150th anniversary of the arrival of indentured labourers in 

South Africa reflected upon many of these issues. 

Prof. Gijsbert Oonk’s talk on ‘Settled Strangers: Asian Business 

Elites in East Africa, 1800-2000’ aims at under-standing the social, 

economic and political evolution of the transnational migrant com-

munity of Gujarati traders and merchants in East Africa. The talk 

was based on his recently published book by Sage with same title. 

The interview with Anadi Mishra provides insights into the politics 

of identity and policy towards the immigrants in Italy. Being one of 

the rare countries having equal number of people emigrate to other 

countries, Italy has been under severe criticism for its mishandling 

the policy towards the immigrants.  The special article based on the 

one of the settlement of the Tibetan diaspora in Delhi by Monika 

Bisht provides a sketch of the community coping strategies of the 

Tibetan diaspora in Delhi and how the generational changes hap-

pening. The issue provides overview of the various diaspora and 

immigration experiences in different countries. The issue has also 

regular features-a book review, Call for papers, Global Updates.  

 

     

 

               

    

                  Sadananda Sahoo 

Settled Strangers: Asian Business Elites in East 

Africa 

Prof. G. Oonk  
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GRFDT Activities  

GRFDT Seminar 

The GRFDT seminar series had a talk titled 

“Commemoration, Celebration, Commiseration?
150th Anniversary of Indentured Labourers in South 

Africa” by Prof. Brij Maharaj, Geographer in the School of 
Agricultural, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of 

Kwazulu-Natal,South Africa on Monday,  7th October, 2013. 
Prof. Ravindra K Jain, Renowned Social Anthropologist 

chaired the talk. In his talk Prof. Maharaj highlighted wide 
range of issues related to the political rights, survival 

strategies and diversities among Indian diaspora in South 

Africa.  

The Indian question in South Africa featured prominently on 
the national agenda for the greater part of the last 

century.  Politicians from diverse parties were unanimous on 
one issue - the Indian population in South Africa should be 

reduced to the minimum possible. The main mechanisms to 

achieve this were denial of political rights, limited 
employment opportunities and restrictions on their 

ownership and occupation of land. Indians managed to 
survive the economic and political onslaught primarily 

because of their rich cultural and religious heritage, 
community survival strategies, and the importance attached 

to education. Traditionally, South African Indians have been 
viewed as a homogeneous community, and presented a 

united front in opposing apartheid. 

However, there were various divisions and tensions, related 

to class, religion, language, geographic origins, and 
associated changes with the passage of time and isolation 

from India. The post-apartheid, democratic era has 
witnessed the resurgence of ethnic and sub-ethnic identities. 

It would appear that some are trying to re-invent the 

divisions of 1860. These issues came to the fore as 
discussions and debates to observe the 150th anniversary of 

the arrival of indentured labourers in SA. Politics permeated 
the discussions and the following issues were at the 

forefront, and will be the focus of this paper: purpose of 
celebration, who organises, role of SA government, role of 

Indian government; and finally, is unity possible? 

A silent question was whether it was possible to build a 

democratic, progressive platform from the grassroots level 
that could articulate the problems and challenges facing the 

community, without harking back to the ethnic politics and 
feuding of the tricameral era, or becoming the surrogate of 

any political party? It would appear that the national 
strategies to co-ordinate the commemoration the 150th 

anniversary of the arrival of indentured labourers in South 

Africa could provide the catalyst to establish such an 
organisation. 

Prof. Jain provided critique to the issue. He mentioned that 
this journey is not only of the 150th anniversary of south 

Africa but of contemporary issues from South Africa. There 

is one to see what is discussed, that is discourse analysis. 
Rather than culture, the notion of discourse in social science 

analysis takes care of on-going processes and element of 
power in it, which often gets excluded in exclusively cultural 

kind of discourse. So, in a sense what we have brought is an 
extremely perceptive participant view of ongoing social 

processes in which the so-called “Indian” community is 
embroided. But in the market situation, there are African 

women whose interest are involved. There is an aspect of 

stratification which cuts across racial division. This aspect is 
probably a hope for future and a leadership emerges and I 

think, an effort was made through legacy foundation to have 
as inclusive constitution as possible. But when the Legacy 

Foundation talk of its inclusiveness, does it take sin to 
account, all shades of racial differences or does it again 

remain “Indian”? What is potential of Gross racial although 
there is a thing like non-racial? Gross racial or Non-Racial is 

something like a caste in India, whether you have caste 

abolished or diminished because of reservation or you have 
reassertion of caste because of reservation and other things.  

So there is a predicament whether minority issues are 
involved where multicultural issues involved? Prof. Jain 

mentioned.  

The talk was followed by question answer session where 

participants highlighted issues related to the various 
dynamics of Indian communities in comparison to new 
migrants from India and with the native South Africans etc.  
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GRFDT had organised a talk on “Settled Strangers: Asian 

Business Elites in East Africa, 1800-2000, by  Gijsbert 

Oonk, Associate Professor of African and South Asian His-

tory at the Erasmus School of History Culture and Com-

municationOn 28th October 2013. It was chaired by Dr. 

Ned Bertz, Visiting Faculty Member at Ambedkar Universi-

ty Delhi, (2013-14) and Assistant Professor of History, 

University of Hawaii. The talk was based on his recently 

published book on the same title by Sage publication. 

 

Settled Strangers are what Prof. Oonk call are preferably 

second or third generations who are still considered as 

„migrants‟ by the locals.  Settled Strangers aims at under-

standing the social, economic and political evolution of 

the transnational migrant community of Gujarati traders 

and merchants in East Africa. The history of South Asians 

in East Africa is neither part of the mainstream national 

Indian history nor that of East African history writing. 

This is surprising, because South Asians in East Africa 

outnumbered the Europeans with ten to one. Moreover, 

their overall economic contribution and political signifi-

cance may be more important than the history of the col-

onizers.  

 

Prof. Oonk mentioned that the book is an attempt to pro-

vide some balance in the form of a history of the South 

Asians in East Africa through the lens of the actors them-

selves. It studies the kind of social, economic and political 

adjustments the emigrant Gujaratis had to make in the 

course of this migration. By using insights from the social 

sciences, including concepts like cultural capital, family 

firm, transnationality, middleman minorities and cultural 

change, this book aims to achieve a broader understand-

ing of communities that do not belong to nations, yet are 

part of national states. 

 

Dr. Ned who chaired the talk discussed 

on the importance of migrant capital in 

Prof. Oonk‟s work especially the Guja-

rati transnational network. “Apart from 

British official construct, one of the 

important feature of South Asians is to 

substantially construct their own histo-

ry”, said Dr. Ned. He also discussed 

about the generational changes in the 

diaspora and their cultural adaptation, 

more than reproduction. The talk was 

followed by question answer sessions 

where several issues related to the 

identities of the Gujarati business fam-

ily to the present day issues of the 

Indians in East Africa were discussed. 

GRFDT Seminar 

Settled Strangers: Asian Business Elites in East Africa 

 

 

Prof. G. Oonk 
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GRFDT INTERVIEW 

Getting out of Marsh, Italy Awakening: Anadi Mishra 

Italy is exporting high-skilled work force, the immigration quotas 
are represented by low profile workers and unskilled labourers, 
and this mechanism is giving place to a social unbalance and to a 
lack of skills in Italy, says Anadi Mishra in an interview 
with Rakesh Ranjan of GRFDT  
 

Rakesh Ranjan (RR) : Welcome Mr. Anadi Mishra! It is very interest-

ing to learn about your interest in variety of areas such as music, lit-

erature, diaspora identity, migration, public policy etc.  

 

Anadi Mishra (AM) : My pleasure; actually, as  I'm involved both in academic 

studies and in a personal inquiry on identity issues, I think that the crossing of different fields of knowledge is indeed 

an instrument for  better understanding  and defining the "Identities in Transition" concept.  

 

RR : Italian migration policies throw some interesting insight, as the State is one of those which have an 

almost equal proportion of emigration as well as immigration. How do you assess the state‟s role in han-

dling the human migration?  

 

AM :  As a matter of fact, it's not like this: this estimate between emigration and immigration was quite balanced in the 

70's, when the industrialization of the country  was developing rapidly. The historical process of the massive Italian di-

aspora had slackened considerably because of the Italian "economical boom"; meanwhile, and for the same rea-

son,  the foreign immigration started  increasing, as the Italian economic texture was becoming one of the most im-

portant of Europe. Nowadays we are assisting at a new increase in Italian emigration because of the crisis, but the pro-

portion is still far from that of the beginning of the 20th century; indeed, the massive emigration from Italy mainly to 

the Americas and Oceania knew its peak between the last decade of 19th century and the 30‟s of the 20th century.  

 

RR : You are also working on a very important issue of „identity‟ in the novels of Indian writers. How does 

Novel as a literary form deals with the identity issue? How can a social scientist learn from the novel?  

 

AM : Every form of art is an anticipation of the future, and a gathering of wills. In the case of the English-medium nov-

el, the choice of the language chosen by the Indian writer has forcibly to deal  with identity issues, considering the au-

dience it's being addressed to. If we take a look at the environmental issues in the English novel written by Indians, 

from the origins to our days, we realize that the aims of such literature have changed, following the mutations of the 

Indian "collective intelligence". In the early 19th century, novels shifted from the naive promise of unveiling secrets and 

mysteries about the East  to the visionary struggle against the British power imagined by Kylaas and Shoshee Chunder 

Dutt, following and anticipating history. In the novels of Anand, Rao and Narayan,  the struggle between tradition and 

modernity is evident, as is the first notion of a paramount  Indian identity, still unlinked with the concept of a Nation. 

Lastly, the postcolonial literature deals with the "centre" and "periphery" definitions, giving an important instrument of 

comprehension to the development of the multifarious independent identities of the country. Coming back to your ques-

tion, a social scientist can read the trajectory of self-consciousness of the Indian upper class drawn through the years, 

analyzing its changes in facing the new challenges of the world.  

 

RR : Identity conflicts are one of the major issues in the globalized world today as people are continuous-

ly migrating from one nation state to another and continuously negotiate with the new environment...  

 

AM : The globalized world is just enhancing a specificity of mankind, already observed in several other historical  
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 periods: the Roman empire with its colonizations, the invasions in Italy in the Middle Ages; the Islamic conquest of In-

dia; the christianization of   South America; the nomadic movements in Central Asia. These are a few examples in which 

new identities arose from  the melting of different cultures. The globalized era is just a new chapter of this story, alt-

hough with a peculiarity never seen before: this is a fully technocratic society, which imparts a breakneck speed to eve-

ry movement (of people, information or money) or relationship; the second millennium societies have to deal now with 

the rush of turbocapitalism, and all its involvements.  

RR : Being a person who inherits two identities, how do you negotiate your identity. What do you feel 

more challenging?  

 

AM :  An essay by B. Roy defines A. Ghosh as an "Intellectual Amphibian", because of his hovering position between 

cultures. Pandit Nehru used to consider himself "an Englishman in India, and an Indian in England". I might agree with 

both  definitions, according to a "literary" point of view. Regarding the interesting question about which identity should 

be more challenging, I couldn't say, but I believe in a sort of "permanent identity negotiation" status. Therefore, I'm an 

"Indo-Italian" from every point of view. Sometimes a short circuit could occur, i.e the Italian Marines case in Kochin: 

analizying  that case, I‟ve been feeling as a privileged observer, as far my almost equal distance between the parts.  

 

RR : You have been often using a term “Toxic narration”. Could you please elaborate this?  

 

AM : The propaganda theory in the Information Technology era has raised the question of the building of a political 

narrative to convey political thoughts in a situation of information overflow. During the last two decades we have assist-

ed to a manipulation  of  facts and political intents through the hammering television propaganda of the right wing in 

power. This mechanism poisoned the public debate (and the public opinion) about several matters - included the one 

about immigration - so that I've called this method of occupying the public space with a one-way, deviating disfigure-

ment of the facts "Toxic Narration".  

 

RR : Policies related to skill migration are becoming one of the development agenda in many developed 

as well as developing countries. Can you please throw some light on Italian policies related to skilled mi-

gration?  

AM : In the heat of the most uncertain Italian elections ever, the immigration/emigration theme seems actually quite 

forgotten, in spite of the overwhelming increase of emigration of educated young Italians (a real brain drain) especially 

to Northern Europe and the States. This is the result of a staggering  unemployment figure, generated not only by the 

global crisis, but by the noxious cocktail of corruption and ineptitude of the ruling class. On the other hand, if Italy is 

exporting high-skilled work force, the immigration quotas are represented by low profile workers and unskilled labour-

ers, and this mechanism is giving place to a social unbalance and to a lack of skills in Italy. 

As I have  already affirmed in several occasions, the inability of the  Italian ruling class to perceive the change of now-a

-days societies, derives directly from the distortion of the reality, the "cathodyzation" of politics built up by Silvio Ber-

lusconi and his broadcasting corporations. Now the scenario is changing day by day, because of the need of speed and 

sharpness to face the problems in agenda. It‟s impossible to ignore that the ministry of Integration held by a woman of 

african origin, Cécile Kyenge, is a something more than a sign of change.  It is a clear address of a new aproach, more 

focused on the reality of a postmodern, globalised world. 

 

RR : And how do you compare India and Italy?  

 

AM: It is indeed  very difficult to draw a comparison between the two countries. Apart from their dimensions, huge in 

one case and small in the other, and their linguistic, ethnic and cultural distance, the one characteristic they seem to 

share is the remoteness of their political classes  from  the real country, and the progressive disaffection of the people 

towards their rulers. But these sentiments are common to many other countries.  
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RR : Thank you Mr. Anadi Mishra for giving us insights about many diverse issues. We would be happy to 

hear some advices from you regarding the GRFDT. How do you see this forum can contribute towards  pol-

icy and academics in global stage?  
 

AM : In this multicultural planet in rapid evolution, the importance of creating several "nodes" across the world in order 

to attention the issues about migration from different points of view is momentous. As long as the concept of identity is 
considered the "permanent dealing work of humankind", it is absolutely fundamental to have several local points of ob-

servation, which could be compared with a more general one, in order to have a human geo-political map the most ac-
curate and up-to-date possible; a good idea could be the institution of a board linked by the Net, and the organization of 

periodic seminars in different location across the world. It‟s important – to say it with the Fernand Braudel‟s words - to 

build up a “Grammar of Civilizations”  
 
Anadi Misra, PhD candidate at University "La Sapienza" of Rome in Culture and Civilization of Asia and Africa  

Special Article 

Majnuka Tila: A Glance into the Tibetan Diaspora in Delhi 

Monika Bisht 
Research Scholar, NUEPA, New Delhi. Email– monika4bisht@gmail.com 

There are around one lakh refugees residing in India and 

around 25,000 of them are living in Delhi itself. India 
hosts number of refugee and diaspora communities that 

includes Africans, Chinese, Parsis etc. What is more im-
portant is that even though there are many communities, 

the strategies to cope with this new land varies consider-

ably. Tibetans, unlike many other refugee communities, 
are spread out in India and across different geographical, 

cultural and economic context.  

The migration of Tibetan began during 1950s which still 

remains a most controversial part of the Tibetan history 
(Adams, W.F.). The political contest and confrontation 

with China along with other related issues brought chang-
es in the socio-cultural scenario of Tibet and this resulted 

in a large number of Tibetan exoduses to many 
other neighboring countries. There were two 

large waves of Tibetan migration to India.  

The first wave was noticed in 1959 when over 

85,000 refugees followed Dalai Lama, their reli-
gious guru. They established a community in 

the town of Dharamsala in the northern state of 

Himachal Pradesh. Dharamsala is also home to 
the Tibetan government-in-exile, known as the 

Central Tibetan Administration (CTA). Through-
out 1960s and 1970s, the attitude of the Indian 

government was liberal towards Tibetans and 

the then Prime Minister, Mr Rajiv Gandhi grant-
ed them preferential status among all other 

refugees. He also allowed them to establish 
nearly 40 agricultural-based refugee settle-

ments in order to allow Tibetans to preserve 

their culture, religion and tradition. The second wave be-

gan in late 1980s when China liberalized its emigration 
policy. The status and experience of second wave of refu-

gees from Tibet to India was vastly different and revealed 
a withdrawal symptom.  

 

Tibetans in Delhi 

Delhi has several Tibetan settlements in places like New 

Aruna Nagar near Majnuka Tila, INA, Kashmiri Gate, Tilok 
Puri and a few other places in Delhi/NCR region. Majnu-

ka-Tila, which is located at Northern Delhi near Kashmiri 
Gate, is one of the central locations of Tibetan refugee in 

Delhi. It is very congested and close to the river Yamuna 

 

Traditional products for rituals 
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The streets are very narrow and each house is adjacent 

to other. It is a very small colony in which around 8,000 
Tibetans are living with their family. The houses are gen-

erally two-floored buildings and pukka in nature. The 
building structure is very small and congested due to less 

land availability. There are also various hotels and restau-

rants in the colony as the temporary stay for Tibetan 
tourists. For example:  

Rotza, aged 36, has a wife and three kids in his 
family. He lives with his family in Majnuka-Tila 
and runs a small hotel. He has three workers for 
his hotels. He is running this hotel for the last 10 
years. He told that this is his only income source 
and he and his workers work hard to turn this 
hotel into more a flourishing one. 

 

It is noted that these hotels and restaurants provide a 
sense of security and comfort to them. The Tibetans can 

be seen chatting, sitting around their houses and roam-

ing in the market with their fellows. The Tibetan women 
are also seen chatting and hanging around with their 

friends. The young Tibetan children are also noticed play-
ing at the big lawn of the Monastery that is in the vicinity. 

The monastery is surrounded with petty shops and ethnic 

food stalls where Tibetans generally hang around with 
their kids and friends. They enjoy foods and eatables 

from these small eateries. The social network and cultural 
integrity can easily be understood while observing their 

livelihoods.  They have social-cultural-traditional settings 
at their place of residences. 

There is some diversity among the Tibetan refugee in 
terms of generations. There are also some noticeable 

changes in their occupations in recent years. While the 

older generations had very few options to choose their 
profession in their times, the new generations have taken 

newer occupations. Thanks to the educational and other 
opportunities available to most of them.  

Community as Cultural Capital 

The Tibetans have rich social and cultural capital which 

makes them socially jelled with each other. Being a close 

knit society, the Tibetans have very rich social and cultur-
al capitals that help them to choose various occupations. 

Often the community takes initiatives to provide them 
basic training in various occupations. There are handi-

craft training centers in Dharamsala, Shimla and other 

Tibetan settlements to train both male and female. The 
Tibetans are very religious and devoted people. They 

have religious faith and devoted 
attachment for their monaster-

ies. Typically Tibetans have their 

monastery situated around their 
settlements. Monastery includes 

a pious place for prayer for Ti-
betans. It signifies the building, 

or complex of buildings, com-
prising the domestic quarters 

and workplace(s) of monastics, 

whether monks and nuns, and 
whether living in community. 

The monasteries provides of 
togetherness and commonness 

among their community people. 

They have their houses sur-
rounded with Monastery which is 

their pious place, temple. They 
respect and honour the Monas-

tery‟s priest and the servicemen.  

Survival and Opportunities 

During the survey, it was found 

that the Tibetans have their own market around their 

homes. They have ethnic food stalls and eatable shops 
from where they purchase their pulses, spices and other 

eatables. The Tibetans are fond of eating their own food 
which can be easily understood from the eatable shops 

which are purely ethnic.  Ethnic food stalls and eatable 
shops are one of the important features inside the Majnu-

ka Tila. Due to the shortage of space, they convert part 

of their own resident as their shop. Often they go to the 
market which is near to their home. For example:  

Karma, aged 21, has a small Momos stall in the 
Majnuka-Tila market.  He lives along with his 
brother and two more friends on rent in Majnuka
-Tila. He studied up to 10th standard and then he 
started working in garment shop. Few months 
before, he started to sell momos and has his own 
stall. 

 

Tibetan youth in new occupation 
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Following the sporadic series of conferences on the Indi-

an Diaspora in the Caribbean since 1975 held mainly in 
Trinidad and Tobago, there is a plan to organise one con-

ference every year in various parts of the region. Next 
year‟s conference will be held in Belize from August 5 to 

11, 2014 on the theme “The Indian Diaspora in Belize 

and the wider Caribbean.” This is the first conference of 
its kind to be held in this English-speaking country, and in 

Central America.  Please send abstract of 200 words and 
brief biodata no more than 100 words (via Word attach-

ment) by Sunday December 29, 2013 

Ms. Sylv ia  Perez  G i lhar ry in  Be l ize -

 sylviaperez1@yahoo.com, Corozal Organization of East 
Indian Cultural Heritage (COEICH) 

and 

Dr. Kumar Mahabir in Trinidad - dmahabir@gmail.com, 
University of Trinidad and Tobago (UTT) 

The deadline date for the submission of the full paper is 
Friday February 28, 2014. Every attempt will be made to 

have the proceedings of the conference published in book 

Tibetans have their own food habits and they follow it in 

India also. Similarly, the women wear their ethnic orna-
ments and few old women were seen in traditional cos-

tumes i.e.; full red gown kind of attire. They can buy ac-
cessories, antique show-pieces and crockery‟s for the 

decoration purpose. For example: 

Robin, 45, is running ethnic crockery and product 
shop in Majnuka-Tila. He started this shop 6 
years back. He has one worker in his shop. He 
told that people are very fond of ethnic products 
in Delhi. Other than Tibetans, the Delhi people 
demand the Tibetans lamp and bell for decora-
tion at home. He told the Delhi customers are 
more as compare to Tibetans who buy Tibetans 
decorative products from his shop. 

Tibetans know their own language only and cannot un-

derstand any other languages such as Hindi and English. 
They chat in their own language but a change has been 

seen in the young generation. A change can be seen be-
tween first generation Tibetans and new generation chil-

dren mainly who are born and brought up in India. The 

youths and kids understand Hindi but communicate in 
their mother tongue with each other. The cultural assimi-

lation and social integration can be observed in second 
generation of Tibetans in India. The urban lifestyle, tech-

no-friendly and mobile savvy attitude of Tibetan descend-

ants shows the hybrid culture and social affiliation. For 
example: 

Tenzin (18) is a student of Class XII in CTA 
School in Himachal Pradesh. He keeps coming in 
Delhi and he stays with his friends in Majnuka-
Tila and whenever he come to Delhi during 
friends. He earns around Rs 5,000 per month 
which aids his pocket money.  

Tibetans are a highly networked community, nationally as 
well as transnationally. They are generally engaged in 

informal activities. The occupation pattern has been 

changing from the time since the time they have settled 

in India. They involve in informal jobs, garment shops, 
travel agencies, music cassessetes shops and food stalls. 

They have ethnic eateries, ornaments shops and garment 
shops in their local market. The market is the source of 

their survival in Delhi. Both men and women involve in 

handicraft business and create woolens, sweaters, mats, 
and other decorative items. The new generations are 

found in professions like media, advertisement, legal pro-
fessions, management etc. They have learned to speak 

local languages which further help them to integrate with 
the local economy.  
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Book Review 

Tatla, Darshan Singh (1999) The Sikh Diaspora 

and the Search for Statehood by, London: UCL 

Press,  ISBN: 1-85728 300-7 (Print Edition) HB, 

293 pp. 

Diaspora has been a strong force of nationalism and sub-

nationalism. The Sikh diaspora in India is one of the 

bright example of how the political independence is ral-

lied around particular cultural and religious identity. In 

the book, the author unfolds Punjab‟s history with the 

birth of Sikhism, records it till the rise of Khalistan move-

ment, and finally entwines the role of the Sikh Diaspora 

in Punjab history. Author divided into eight chapters, the 

book basically is devoted to the Sikh Diaspora‟s complex 

and changing relationship with the Punjab, in particular 

Sikhs‟ involvement and support for an independent “Sikh 

homeland”. The author tries to compare the Punjabis 

with the Jews supposing that like the latter they too are 

outside of their homeland and thinking about that their 

“Imagine Homeland”, a holy place that they never get 

back.  

The first chapter entitled as „The Sikh: the search for 

statehood‟ tries to affirm that Punjab is a sect, a commu-

nity or a nation. The historical origin of Sikh community is 

called Punjabi. It‟s rooted back to the birth of guru Nanak 

dev and the tenth guru who were the main messiahs who 

preached Sikhism, based on equality and purity. In its 

post independent incarnation, Punjab was divided into 

two countries one is Pakistani and another is Indian Pun-

jab. In 1984 the Khalistan movement became strong to 

make Punjab only for Punjabi and the demand of making 

Punjab a nation still remains strong. But this demand was 

hampered by the operation Blue Star masterminded by 

Indira Gandhi in which 70000 Sikhs were killed in Har-

mander Sahib. The author observes that Sikhism now 

remains a Sect and not a separate Nation. 

The second chapter „The Sikh Diaspora: A History of Set-

tlement‟ narrates that the history of Sikh emigration is a 

comparatively modern phenomenon, starting with the 

establishment of British rule in Punjab. It can be divided 

into two phases: the colonial emigration and the post 

colonial emigration. However the period of 1984 needs 

special attention as it consisted of Sikh refugees fleeing 

from the violent conditions in Punjab. From 1860 to 1947 

around 30,000 to 35,000 Punjabis went to Malaya states 

and thereafter around 7500 to 10000 of them emigrated 

to settle in Canada and the U. S. A. In the post colonial 

period, from 1947 to 1990, as many as 400000 to 500000 

of them were in the U. K ; in Canada 1,47,400 and then 

in the U.S.A 1, 25000. As the author observes the main 

causes of migration were: agrarian changes which en-

couraged internal migration, and the army recruitment 

policy that led to overseas emigration of the “martial rac-

es” of the Punjab.  

In the third chapter, „The Sikh Diaspora and the Punjab: 

Dialectics of ethnic linkages‟, he describes the interrela-

tionship between Punjab and the Sikh Diaspora with the 

help of economic, social, religious and political linkages. 

Early Sikh migrants remitted a high proportion of their 

earnings to support their families they left behind. Most 

had intended to return to Punjab and dreamt for a com-

fortable family life. These remittances were used to make 

property, charitable hospital, educational institution and 

investment in agricultural area. However, in social front 

endogamy and adherences to social classes in terms of 

marriage partner is always preferred. The emphasis on 

family Izzat (honour) is central to interfamilial relation-

ships.  

In next chapter „The Sikh Diaspora and the Punjab: Politi-

cal linkage.‟ The author maintains that the Punjabi dias-

pora established political linkage with Punjabi Sikh with 

the chief khalsa diwan tin 1947. The author mentions 

about the political organizations such as The Gadar Move-

ment, Communist and Leftist group that work for Indian 

independence. The Sikh Diaspora‟s sentiment is attached 

not only with Punjab but also India in order to make a 

free country with the help of revolutionaries. 

In his fifth chapter entitled „Demand for Homeland: Sikh 

in North America‟ the author discusses the question of 

Khalistan that become the main issue after independ-

ence. The Punjab autonomy campaign launched by Akali 

Dal had received considerable support from North Ameri-

can Sikh. He compares the Punjab condition with the 

Jews and the Palestine people and concludes that Punjab 

would become a nation in their fight. Consequently, sev-

eral organizations such as The World Sikh Organization, 

International Sikh Youth Federation, Babar Khalsa Inter-

national came into existence. 

The chapter „Demand for Homeland: Sikhs in Britain‟ dis-

cusses how the American and British Sikhs reached with 

extreme anger and sadness to the Indian army‟s action in 
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the golden temple. Khalistan became the main agenda of 

whole Sikh Diaspora those who were living in Britain, 
Canada, and America. The political-religious organizations 

worked together to fight for freedom.  

In the seventh chapter „mediating between States: Sikh 

Diplomacy and Interstate Relationships‟, the author dis-
cusses the terror that lurked after the operation of Blue 

Star. The world wide Sikhs demanded for justices. On the 
other hand, the Indian Government pressurized the host 

states to control “Sikh Terrorism”. He mentions how the 

government controls the Punjab situation and the Gurd-
waras by killing the leaders of main Sikh Organizations.  

In the final chapter, „Call of Homeland: Models and Reali-

ty of ethnic Mobilization‟, the author discusses how the 

main organization started splitting within each other. And 
the international Sikh Youth Federation, Baber Khalsa 

International lost their importance. Disputes in Gurdwaras 
increased, loyalties among members decreased and lead-

erships were sacked. The call for homeland came to an 
end as Sikh Diaspora started hating the Indian govern-

ment. Their sentiments were only attached with Punjab. 

The Sikh Diaspora started calling themselves as Canadi-
an, British, or American Sikh but not Indian Sikh. 

The book however has certain shortcomings: Firstly there 

are too many lengthy, repetitive and confusing state-

ments about Organization. Secondly, the author mentions 
that the International Sikh Youth Federation, The Baber 

Khalsa, The council of Khalistan, Dal Khalsa were in Brit-

ain, Canada and America. But these Organizations were 

working in same manner in both of the countries. Thirdly, 
the author tries to compare the Jews and the Sikhs condi-

tions but they were totally different. Sikhs‟ Movement for 
Khalistan was a politicized one; on the other hand the 

Jews movement was religious. So we can‟t compare both 

the communities using common parameters as the con-
texts of both the communities are different. Most of the 

data author mentioned is secondary one as official rec-
ords and gazette, news from newspapers and magazines. 

There is no primary data as interviews or case studies 
about NRIs‟ views on Khalistan movement or their senti-

ments about imagined homeland that never exist. The 

author also doesn‟t mention anything about present situa-
tion of Sikh Diaspora in foreign countries and the connec-

tion with their past experiences.   

Despite the above mentioned shortcomings, the book is 

resourceful for many reasons. It provides insights to Pun-
jab history, especially the Sikh history. It also touches 

upon issues of their struggle, diplomacy, sentiments and 
how the Sikh Diaspora project themselves in the modern 

times. It is definitely a good read to be recommended for 

researchers as well as teachers from various disciplines. 

 

Atinder Pal Kaur, Research Scholar, Department of 

Sociology, Punjab University, Chandigarh. Email: 
atinderbains@gmail.com 

Global Update 

Call for Papers 
Seventh International Conference on MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

International Migration Institute, University of Ox-

ford, June 30 – July 1, 2014. 
 

The French Development Agency (AFD) Research Depart-
ment, the World Bank Development Research Group 

(DECRG), the Center for Global Development (CGD) and 

the International Migration Institute at the University of 
Oxford are jointly organizing the Seventh International 

Conference on “Migration and Development”. The confer-
ence is devoted to investigating ways in which international 

migration affects economic and social changes in develop-
ing countries. Possible topics include the effects of migra-

tion on poverty, inequality, and human capital formation in 

developing countries, diaspora externalities, remittances, 
brain drain, migration and institutional/technological 

change. 
 

A selection of papers from the conference will be consid-

ered for a special “features” issue of The Economic Jour-
nal. 

 
Submission guidelines and timetable: Submissions of 

full papers (pdf files) are expected by January 5, 2014. 

Submissions should be sent to migdevconf@qeh.ox.ac.uk. 
Decisions will be communicated by February 5, 2014. Trav-

el (economy class) and accommodation in Oxford for up to 
three nights will be covered.  

 
Organizing Committee: Cyrille Bellier (AFD), Michael 

Clemens (CGD), Hein de Haas (IMI Oxford), Çağlar Özden 

(World Bank), Chris Parsons (IMI Oxford), Hillel Rapoport 
(Paris School of Economics and Bar-Ilan University), Briony 

Truscott (IMI Oxford) 
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We invite Students, Researchers and Faculty Members to submit a small write up of their 

achievements and awards to the editor. It will provide the scholars a platform to connect with 

peer groups working on themes related to Diaspora and Transnationalism. Information related 

to seminar/conferences/events  can be sent to the Editor at: editor@grfdt.com  

Diaspora in India‟s Foreign Policy and National Security 

International Seminar  titled  „Diaspora in India‟s Foreign 

Policy and National Security: A comparative Perspective‟ 
was organized by Organization for Diaspora Initiatives

(ODI) in collaboration with India International Centre and 
Centre for African Studies, School of International Stud-

ies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi on 6th and 

7th November,2013  at India International Centre, New 
Delhi.  The seminar was inaugurated by External Affairs 

Minister Salman Khurshid. The former ambassador 
J.C.Sharma who was chair  of conference organizing 

committee welcomed the gathering. Introduction to the 
conference was given by   Prof. Ajay Dubey, Academic 

Convener of the conference and president of Organisa-

tion for Diaspora Initiatives (ODI). Finally, vote of thanks 
was proposed by Prof.S.N.Malakar, School of Internation-

al Studies, Jawahar lal Nehru University. 

While giving his inaugural address, Mr. Khurshid dwelt 

upon the role of diasporas of the world on their origin 
countries. He argued that the demand for „dual nationali-

ty‟ of Diaspora should be looked critically.  He cautioned 
that the role of Diaspora in politics should be kept in low 

profile. He outlined that there is asymmetrical relation-

ship between Diaspora and homeland. He mentioned 
that  while talking about minority of India,  we do not 

take into account the diasporas who are living in India, 
they are not taking part in public life of India. He gave 

the example of Chinese Indian community who are living 
in West Bengal. 

During his welcome speech, J.C.Sharma  analysed the 

presence of Diaspora has implications for foreign poli-

cy  and national security of India. He illustrated the fol-
lowing a few cases such as the Khalistan movement, 

Kashmir issue, HINDRAF issue in Malaysia to substantiate 
his argument. Further, he  discussed about the radicaliza-

tion of Indian youths in Gulf countries for triggering ter-

rorism activities. He finally pointed out Indian Diaspora as 
a strategic asset. When Prof. Dubey introduced the con-

ference, he explained about the purpose of the confer-
ence and various initiatives of ODI. He said that the pur-

pose of the seminar is to look at the relationship between 
Diaspora and the foreign policy of India. Further, he re-

vealed that they were overwhelming response from inter-

national and local scholars who were numbering around 
thirty two from the countries like the United States, Eu-

rope, Singapore and Malaysia along with local scholars 
from different parts of India. 

The seminar looked into the following dimensions: Link-
ages of Indian foreign policy and Diaspora policy; Impli-

cations of Diaspora for national security; Linkages of Di-
aspora and Terrorism; Diaspora and socio-political chang-

es having a bearing on national security; changing nature 

of Indian Diaspora policy as part of foreign policy; the 
influence of Indian Diaspora on the foreign policy of India 

and bilateral relations with countries of their settlement; 
Diaspora as a strategic asset. The conference had eight 

different technical sessions based on the theme of the 
conference. The discussants made valuable remarks on 

the papers and there was an active intervention from the 

participants during two days of the conference.  

Global Update 

Forthcoming GRFDT Event 

“Tracing the Indian Diaspora in Cyberspace” by Dr Eric Leclerc  

Dr Eric Leclerc 

Associate Professor (HDR) in geography at the University 
of Rouen and a member of the ERIAC EA 4307 

(Interdisciplinary Research Team on Cultural Areas) 
 

Date: 20 December 2013 

Time: 3 PM 
Venue:  Room No.13, CSSS II, JNU, New Delhi 

 
About Talk: 

The research is a first quantitative exploration of the pres-
ence of the Indian diaspora in cyberspace. The problematic 

is organized around three axes: first a definition of the In-

dian diaspora itself, as expressed on the Web and not by 
the Indian government; secondly a geolocation of the Indi-

an diaspora in cyberspace compared with its spatial distri-
bution; thirdly a temporal approach to identify events that 

encourages its appearance in the global cyberspace. From 

the analysis of the corpus gathered (1089 sites), it is clear 
that a variety of identity claims are expressed on the Web. 

The structure of the Indian diaspora in cyberspace high-
lights subnational groups, which qualitative analyses  have 

already identified, but unrelated to the websites of the In-
dian government.   


